Thank you for participating in the 2019 El Dorado Forestry Challenge. Without your enthusiastic participation, this event would not be possible. We would like to improve this event in the future, and you can help by completing this evaluation form. If you need more room, want to explain an answer, or let us know anything else, use the backside! Thank you.

1. Did you find the website well organized and easy to use?  YES 20 / NO 0

2. Please rate the following parts of the event:

   - Field Training: EXCELLENT 9, GOOD 11, FAIR 0, POOR 0
   - Focus Topic & Fieldtrip: EXCELLENT 14, GOOD 6, FAIR 0, POOR 0
   - Field Testing: EXCELLENT 9, GOOD 11, FAIR 0, POOR 0
   - Food / Accommodations: EXCELLENT 5, GOOD 12, FAIR 2, POOR 0
   - Social Activities: EXCELLENT 7, GOOD 8, FAIR 4, POOR 0
   - Career Development: EXCELLENT 10, GOOD 8, FAIR 1, POOR 0

3. What was your favorite academic part of the event and why?
   
   8 – Field Trip  6 - Learning from Professionals
   2 - Presentations  1 – Teamwork

4. What was your favorite non-academic part of the event and why?
   
   5 – Free time  4 – Recreation  2 - Food  2 – Night Hike

5. Please provide a one-sentence “testimonial” about Forestry Challenge:

   “The Forestry Challenge was an amazing experience for students to learn by doing. Learning real forestry and natural resource skills from professionals and alongside other students from 20 different schools made for an excellent overall experience.”
“I am so grateful for the opportunity to bring my students to the Forestry Challenge. The real-life science experience is not something that can be taught in a classroom. To be immersed in nature and work as a team to solve problems in something that is a life skill that they will be able to apply in the future.”

“I always look forward to bringing students to the forestry challenge. I know that they will learn a lot, be exposed to a lot of new topics and perspectives and will have a great time out in the woods.”

“Forestry Challenge is a transformative experience for students and teachers alike.”

“Forestry Challenge is an immersive and transformational experience, tailored to high school students and everyone leaves with so many new skills and ideas.”